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LOGLINE

Two Arab-American childhood friends reunite at thirty, after one of them unearths a marriage pact that
they had made as teenagers and decides to check on its validity.



Synopsis

When We Were Pirates, is a snapshot of a potential turning point in the relationship between AMINA and ISSA, two Arab-American childhood friends.

The story explores Issa’s decision to tell Amina that he would like to move their relationship from platonic to romantic after coming across an old
"marriage pact” they had penned as teens. The letter states that the two would get married if they are both still single at 30, and its terms have now come
into effect. When Issa finds out that Amina is moving away for a new job, he realizes this may be his last chance to confess his feelings. What better way to
do so than using RomCom tactics?

Amina is initially blindsided by the whole situation and weary of Issa’s grand gesture. Given their history, Amina finds herself not only trying to decipher
if Issa is serious, but also figuring out if this is something she event wants.



When COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions brought my original production to a halt, I knew I needed a contingency plan. Still determined to film, I found myself
drawing inspiration from my sister’s love of ‘90s romantic comedies. It had been more than a year since I last saw her, and in dealing with her absence, her guilty
pleasure became my source of comfort. When We Were Pirates is the resulting love letter written for her.

Revisiting some of our favorite movies reminded me that romcoms are lacking in real variety. While the trend is shifting and movies are steadily becoming more
representative of their diverse audiences, it’s still very limited. Not only is it rare to find Arab or Muslim characters playing the lead role in a romantic comedy, but
the minimal roles that do exist across genres are overwhelmingly one-dimensional and steeped in negative stereotypes.

What originally began as a coping mechanism for the isolation I felt during the past year turned into a mission to remind everyone that Arabs and Muslims have
stories to share beyond war and violence and despair—we also love, laugh, and dream.

Equipped with this new story and the DIY ethos of the ‘90s, we set up shop in a friend’s backyard and made a movie over a single weekend. (I am forever grateful for the
hard work and diligence of the entire cast and crew who made sure we were able to do this safely.)

Deeply fascinated by how timing affects our choices and how monumental these decisions can be, When We Were Pirates draws from experience to capture moments
when relationships twist or evolve. My hope is that Amina and Issa, in all their awkward nerdiness and playful flirtations, will add some nuance to how Arabs and
Muslims are perceived as well as inspire more positive representation in pop culture and mass media. More importantly, I hope that in sharing their story, someone
out there who may identify with them feels seen and heard.

-Fatima Abdulaziz Alshamsi
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DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY
Fatima Abdulaziz Alshamsi was born in Geneva, Switzerland to a diplomatic

family originating from the United Arab Emirates. Having lived in five
different countries by her thirteenth birthday, Fatima calls New York City as

well as Abu Dhabi home. With a degree in Environmental Science and one
in Global Affairs, Fatima enjoyed a decade-long career as a geopolitical
analyst before deciding to pursue her passion for filmmaking full-time.

Her background in International Development continues to influence

her writing as it's geared towards representation and education. She is
interested in exploring and highlighting the adventures of people who live

outside the mainstream narrative. Much like her own life, Fatima's worlds
are a carefully threaded amalgamation of cultures and customs.

Fatima hopes to amplify the Muslim-Arab voice, particularly stories told by
and about women, with the goal of raising awareness and bridging the

cultural gap through shared experiences.



Jamal Waked is a
Lebanese-American actor
born in Panama, who
grew up in Florida and is
currently in LA making
his acting and athletic
dreams come true.

FEATURING

Merna Bishay is a Los Angeles
based Egyptian-American
actress. She discovered her
passion for acting while
attending college for
computer science and decided
to pursue it after graduating.



OVERVIEW

Running Time: 10 minutes

Genre: Romantic Comedy

Language: ENGLISH

Year: 2021

Country of Origin: United Arab Emirates / USA

Writer & Director: Fatima Abdulaziz Alshamsi

Composer: Vijay Paul Singh

Production Company: JAF Ink 
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